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Dedicated to contemporary art and  
ideas, Hospitalfield is a place to work, 
study, learn, visit and enjoy.

Looking Again, 2014,  
Hospitalfield commission 
Claire Barclay & Janice 
Parker. Photo: Louise 
Coupar
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Hospitalfield is an artist’s house in Arbroath, with a captivating cultural 
and social history that spans many hundreds of years.

The fantastical Arts & Crafts house that Hospitalfield is today 
was the project of artist Patrick Allan-Fraser and his wife Elizabeth. 
Between 1843 and 1890, on the site of a 12th century Benedictine 
monastery, they created their alluring and highly crafted architectural  
vision. The couple accumulated an outstanding collection of paint-
ings, drawings, sculpture and land. On Patrick’s death in 1890 the 
estate was left in trust as a place of learning for artists and is now 
constituted as a charitable trust. 

From 1901, through close affiliation to, what were then, the four 
Scottish art colleges, in Dundee, Glasgow, Edinburgh and Aberdeen, 
Hospitalfield became a meeting point for many generations of artists, 
teachers and art students from across Scotland.

Building on this history, a bright and exciting Future Plan for the 
21st century is unfolding in this charismatic place. Through capital  
investment and insightful public programming we will open the doors to 
visitors and establish an exceptional resource for artists. 

This is a plan that will secure a dynamic future for Hospitalfield, 
allowing the organisation to fulfill a unique role in the cultural life of 
the country.

Photo: Louise Coupar
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Graham Fagen The Slave’s Lament 
Scotland + Venice, 2015. Photo: Ruth 
Clark / Exchange, 2014 ‘Draw’. Photo: 
Louise Coupar / Tour Alec Dunn for 
Surface featuring John Smith.  
Photo: Louise Coupar
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Introduction 

The North Sea has brought ideas and trade over the centuries to the 
east coast of Scotland and the landscape has long inspired artists, 
writers, poets and more. Arbroath with its dramatic cliffs, white beach-
es, generously bequeathed Breughels, wind, sun, and famous soft fruit 
and smoked fish, is a place of much promise. This location greatly  
contributes to making Hospitalfield a fascinating and special place. 

We love the heritage of our buildings, but love them particularly be-
cause of the response they so repeatedly affect in others, be they visi-
tors coming for a day out or artists spending time here making new work. 

We plan that Hospitalfield, developed by an artist for artists, will 
continue to make an outstanding contribution to art and to the devel-
opment of new cultural and creative ideas as we navigate the oppor-
tunities and challenges of the 21st century. We are undertaking a once 
in a hundred years physical renewal; a capital investment to underpin 
the ambitious development of our artistic programme. 

Contemporary visual art is always engaging, often inspiring 
strong reaction. It is a discipline that has the capacity to play off so 
many other art forms. In his exhibition, curated by our Director, Lucy 
Byatt, for Scotland + Venice, Graham Fagen has involved not only 
sculptural forms and Indian ink on paper, but established collabora-
tions with composer Sally Beamish, the musicians of Scottish Ensem-
ble and reggae singer and musician Ghetto Priest. The resulting work 
is compelling and a great example of the powerful vision of the artist 
in drawing elements together to make something new. Hospitalfield 
is a place for production, a place for these sorts of collaborations to 
find support and space to flourish. In such ways we attract wide and 
diverse audiences as we aim always to achieve standards of work of 
local, national and international significance.

I value the arts, all the arts and their ability to create, lead, inform 
and reflect our cultural life.

Alongside the very hard work of our alumni, friends, volunteers 
and staff, the Governors seek your support as we raise the necessary 
funds to realise our plans for the future.

We aim to play our role within the history of this well-loved insti-
tution and pass on to our successors a place for art and artists that is 
sustainable and which engages head on with the rich complexities of 
this new century.

Simon Dessain, Chair of the Governors of The Hospitalfield Trust
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Arbroath is dominated by the grand arches of a once vast red sand-
stone abbey founded by the Tironensian Benedictine monks in 1178. 
It was to this religious order that King William the Lion gave the land 
on which Hospitalfield now stands. In 1260 a hospital was built and 
later altered to become the monastery. The St John the Baptist hos-
pital was built to facilitate the many pilgrims making their way to the 
holy site of Arbroath Abbey. By 1325 two local farming families were 
renting the estate from the church. On the conclusion of their lease, 
they left several vast barns used by the monks as grain stores. Private 
ownership followed the Reformation in the mid 16th century and by 
1664 Hospitalfield was acquired by the Rev. James Fraser, Minister of 
Arbroath.

Walter Scott visited Hospitalfield in 1813 and was inspired to 
write his novel The Antiquary. Impressed by the 14th century barns 
his storyline locates his hero, Oldbuck in a house named Monkbarnes. 
He describes the house as ‘Surrounded by clipped hedges, old fash-
ioned and showing evidence of being inhabited by monks’. Oldbuck 
shows his friend Lovell around the grounds of Monkbarnes; “Admire 
this little belfry rising above the ivy-mantled porch – there was here a 
hospitium, hospitale, or hospitamentum, in which the monks received 
pilgrims’’. Today Hospitalfield’s tour guides echo these words as they 
usher interested groups and individuals through the front door.

Scott’s novel was a bestseller of its day and it was this that 
brought Patrick Allan back to his home town of Arbroath in 1840. Now 
settled in London he was commissioned to illustrate a new edition 
of The Antiquary. In 1843 he married Elizabeth Fraser, the last heir 
to the Hospitalfield estate, he took her name and became Patrick  
Allan-Fraser. Over a period of fifty years the couple created a fantastic 
Arts & Crafts house, converting the barns to the grand Picture Gallery 
for the display of their rapidly growing collections. Still hung as it was 
in 1890, this room is now one of the most significant and complete 
Victorian rooms in Scotland. 

They worked with local crafts people to design and make the am-
bitious exterior architecture and detailed interiors. Their Arts & Crafts 
values inspired them to support many of their artist friends through 
acquisition and commissions. Similarly they nurtured many of the 
craftsmen who contributed to the making of this new 19th century 
version of Hospitalfield. In 1873, shortly after the completion of the 
grotto-like fernery in the walled gardens, Elizabeth died. Persuaded  

History
An Artist’s House
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by friends to accept the role of Principal of the Royal Academy in 
Rome, Patrick concentrated on building new international connec-
tions. At this time his singular focus in Arbroath was the design of a 
Mortuary Chapel in the town’s Weston Cemetery. This complex little 
building is encrusted in carvings inside and out still stands today as 
his memorial to Elizabeth and the Fraser family.

The couple completed their will in the 1850s. Having no children 
their vision was of a legacy that supported the education of artists and, 
in 1890, on Patrick’s death the estate was left in the care of Trustees 
who began the task of interpreting the detailed aims of the bequest.

Initially the Trustees struggled financially and the first of many 
land sales took place. In 1901, after building new painting studios, 
Scotland’s first residential art college was opened. By 1930 the press-
ure to update the constitution led to the creation of strong partner-
ships with the four Scottish art schools in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee  
and Aberdeen. In 1938 the artist James Cowie started his ten year ten-
ure as Warden of Hospitalfield, a position he passed on as ‘warden’ of 
Hospitalfield on to similarly influential artists and teachers. Artists 
and students came and went thanks to the recommendations of the 
art schools. A community of alumni can be traced across generations 
of art students, art teachers and artists. Hospitalfield is embedded 
within the memory of so many Scottish artists and their experience of 
study. It is this grand legacy that we seek to build upon in th 21st century.

Archival Image, 1932
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The Future Plan

At Hospitalfield the Future Plan for the 21st century is unfolding.  
Hospitalfield is an artist’s house dedicated to contemporary art and 
ideas – a place to work, study, learn, visit and enjoy. Our programmes 
of residencies, events and new commissions make connections to 
the historical narratives that are unique to Hospitalfield whilst also  
engaging with ideas and issues of our time.

Through capital investment and an astute approach to public 
programming, we will secure the important heritage of the buildings 
and collections and establish an exceptional resource for contempo-
rary artists. 

We will open the doors of this historically significant and highly 
charismatic cultural place for a wide range of visitors.   

Our Future Plan is carefully structured to build and sustain a via-
ble financial future. This priority underpins our commitment to estab-
lish a highly productive context for creative exchange and a generous 
environment for the production of new artistic work. 

The programme is woven in to the local. We work with Angus 
Schools, local people and organisations who have all sorts of interests 
and expectations. We aim to exceed these expectations and capital-
ise on the magnetic environment that Hospitalfield offers. We want to  
inspire and involve people in our future.  

Our national and international reach is establishing fast. Our 
activities draw in a network of partners and collaborators including 
universities, art schools, cultural and creative institutions and indi-
viduals. We aim to make Hospitalfield a meeting place and cultural 
catalyst in the working lives of artists and arts professionals in Scot-
land and far beyond.

The capital building works and renovation will be delivered in two 
Stages; the first focusing on arts provision, the gardens, fernery, living 
and studio accommodation, and the second on the core heritage of 
the historic house and collections. 

Working with architects Caruso St John and a highly experienced 
design team, we will achieve a balance between new building and the 
restoration of the delicate heritage. The result will be complimen-
tary facilities that will enable us to host all our public programmes. 
Through this investment Hospitalfield will be able to play a far more 
active role in Scotland’s cultural life whilst being sure that its fabric is 
secured for the next 100 years.
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Fiona Jardine talk for Fieldwork 
summer school, 2014, photo Cat Weir / 
Interdisciplinary Residency, 2014, Pester 
and Rossi. Photo: Laura Simpson / The 
View of Land and Sea, 2014, Hospitalfield 
New Commission Andy Holden Seven 
Works in Time. Photo: Louise Coupar
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Key

1 The Greens 2 The Cottage 3a The Patrick  
Allan-Fraser Studio1845 3b Studios 
comp-leted 1901 for the opening of the 'art 
college' at Hospitalfield 3c Old bothy & ken-
nel – simple conversion to studios 3d New 
Studio providing clean workspace suitable 
for sound & moving image production  
4 Fernery & Greenhouse to be used as a cafe

1

2

3a3b

3c

3c3d

4
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The Greens 
This is a thoughtfully designed building with ten new study bedrooms 
and a wonderful light dedicated refectory/meeting space. With the 
highest consideration given to sustainability and energy consump-
tion, this building will provide 22 new beds. Each room, with its own 
bathroom and private secure front door, is entered from a shared 
raised covered cloister around a heather garden. Increasing the num-
bers we can accommodate within a new building will meet the needs 
of our programme and reduce pressure on the fragile historic house. 

The Cottage 
Attached to the north side of the house beside the clock tower, this 
two story building will be renovated to provide comfortable contempo-
rary self-catering, accessible accommodation within the plan of the 
historic house. 

A place to work, study and learn 
A complex of studios dating from the 19th to the 21st century. The 
existing 1845 studio and vast 1901 painting studios will be fully  
refurbished and insulated for use throughout the year. The new 21st 
century studio tucked in behind the north east wall adjacent to the 
yard and the existing studios, will add new soundproof, contemporary 
‘clean’ work spaces suitable for sound & moving image production. 
The existing wet dark room will be accommodated here also. 

A place to visit and enjoy
The Hospitalfield Fernery and Greenhouses will be open for visitors 
throughout the year. There are a range of garden and courtyard spaces 
serving many purposes, through a small gate in the west wall are the 
most spectacular of all the gardens. These are warm growing areas, 
protected from the sea by high walls on three sides, the house to the 
north, providing the fourth wall. In the east corner are the greenhouses  
and fernery (1870). The romantic grotto like fernery will be restored 
with pitched glazed roof and fern planting plan developed with  
Edinburgh Botanic Gardens. The new corner greenhouse takes the 
sunniest and warmest spot and will provide a café warmed on dull 
days by a wood-burning stove and otherwise by the sun. 

We aim to complete Stage 1 by the end of 2017.

Stage 1 
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Stage 2

Hospitalfield House exterior
Our conservation plan is commissioned and the early exploration work 
is underway. We know already what is most at risk. Stage 2 will focus 
on work to the stonework and complex roof structures at Hospitalfield. 

Seeing through the collections & archive
Enter Hospitalfield under the arch, beside the clock tower and a new 
reception building will be designed at the northern edge of the court-
yard. This will be the first port of call for visitors and the store for the 
archive of letters, documents, works on paper and paintings already 
on display within the house. This is our study centre and a place where 
visitors can see how we care for and store the material that is so impor-
tant at Hospitalfield; several letters from Charles Dickens to Patrick  
Allan-Fraser, and over 1000 letters from the artists that he was  
supporting and commissioning. These are delicate items that, once 
transcribed and accessible, give much more detail to the background 
of the collections and the day to day life of Hospitalfield in the 19th 
century. It will be possible to see the prints and works on paper in a 
way that has never been possible before. The curatorial staff will  
develop routes through the collection for visitors that will include a 
range of items and objects; from an important pocket watch to a scrap 
book, to a small drawing in a notebook. Here visitors will immediately  
experience the fascinating ‘deeper workings’ of the collection and 
students and scholars will be able to use our collections for their  
research.

Arbroath’s Brueghel paintings
A strategic partnership with Angus Council: Gifted to the people of  
Arbroath, these two outstanding 16th century Pieter Brueghel the 
Younger paintings need a home where they can be visited and appreci-
ated free or charge by everyone. Our reception building, with its paint-
ing stores, archive drawers and perfect lighting levels will also include 
a beautiful bespoke secure gallery.  This gallery will be designed to 
accommodate these paintings by an artist who remains amongst the 
most known and loved in the world. 

The fundraising campaign for stage 2 is already in our minds. When 
stage 1 goes on site this part of the fundraising campaign will gain 
greater momentum.

This part of the project is all about the heritage
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Key

1 The restoration of the heritage 
interiors and exterior of the house. 
Conservation and strategy for the 
collections. 2 Clock Tower and archway  
3 New Reception and Open Archive, 
including bespoke gallery for 
Arbroath’s Breughel paintings

12

3
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Design Team for Capital Development

• Caruso St John Architects – Leading the Design Team
• David Narro – Structural Engineers
• Morham & Brotchy Ltd – Cost Consultants
• Max Fordham – Mechanical & Electrical Engineers
• Simpson & Brown Architects – Conservation Architects

For more information go to: 
www.hospitalfield.org.uk/about/futureplan

Graduate Residency 2013, Lydia Brownlee.  
Photo: Emma Ewan / Illusion, 2014  
Caroline Achaintre talking with pupils 
from Timmergreens Primary School in her 
installation. Fieldwork summer school, 
2014, walk to sinkhole. Photo: Cat Weir
/ Pages 10-13: drawings, models and 
sketches courtesy Caruso St John  
Architects. Photos: Ruth Clark
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Photos front & back: Ross Fraser McLean

The staff and Governors of Hospitalfield would like to acknowledge the 
vital work and support given by our Volunteers, Friends and Alumni. 

The Patrick Allan-Fraser of Hospitalfield Trust is a charitable trust 
registered in Scotland No: SCO 09987

www.hospitalfield.org.uk

Hospitalfield House
Arbroath
Angus
Scotland
DD11 2NH


